So schön kann Trennung sein

Maintenance instruction for Schäfer cubicles made of glass Type VITRUM

Dear customer,
you acquired a product with two remarkable features:
high-quality and long-lasting and we want you to have long pleasure from it.
For the maintenance/cleaning please follow these advices:


After installation cleaning must not be done with any aggressive, acid or basic cleaner which can attack the
surface. Used cleaner must be free off halogens (e.g. chlorine ion ) this means they must not consist of
hydrochloric acid or any other acid (e.g. quiet often in cement veil remover). This cleaner attacks aluminium and
stainless steel parts and corrosion will follow.
Special stainless steel cleaner is available at Schäfer.



The glass elements can be cleaned with ordinary household cleaner. This should be used for regular cleaning.



For (stubbon) dirt like grease, graffiti, etc. you can use spirit or isopropyl. Special graffiti remover available at
Schäfer.



Slightly alkaline cleaner can be use now and again. Please make sure the cleaner is not acidly and could attack
the surface.



To keep surface of glass shiny do not use any scrubbing cleaner (brush, etc.) under any circumstances.



To clean use soft and clean cloth, sponges or leather. You can damage the surface with sharp or metal items.



All movable parts are maintenance-free and do not have to be greased



Steam-blasting is generally not advisable as the glue can release by the high-pressure water-jet.

If you have any further questions about cleaning and maintenance please do not hesitate and contact us.
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